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Introduction
Asian porn is like sushi -- no matter how much you eat, you always have room for some more.  If you
prefer your pussy to be both sweet as ginger and sometimes hot and spicy like wasabi,  you need to cozy
on up to the DVD megasite Asian Pleasures.  There you'll find tons of Far Eastern porn from the hottest
Oriental sluts across the Pacific!

Adult Review
High quality archives of Asian porn are hard to come by. And that's a shame because these tasty treats from the Far East
really know how to lengthen a guy's hard cock.   So put away that dine-in Chinese menu and take some Asian whores to go. 
The Oriental sluts at Asian Pleasures have pussies hotter and wetter than a well-greased wok!
  
  This site is massive.  There are currently 3589 full length Asian porn DVDs online, which translates into thousands of hours
of Oriental hardcore action.  It will take you months to watch it all, which is why the producers of Asian Pleasures do
everything they can to get you through their front door.  They offer a free porn trial that lets you access this XXX archive for
three days at no cost.  When you figure out that you haven't even scratched the surface, then just relax and let the free trial
convert into full paid monthly status.  Once it does, you'll get access to even more porn, including all of the additional DVD
warehouse sites that are listed right next to this review.
  
  Of course all of the DVDs at Asian Pleasures feature filthy Oriental sluts acting out their kinkiest fantasies, but the site does
a great job of narrowing down the field to let you find the exact type of Asian porn that you most prefer.  There are a bunch
of popular categories including Amateurs, Deep Throat, Gangbangs, and many more.  You can also search for your favorite
Far Eastern porn star, or even the filthiest Asian porn production studio that always gets you off!
  
  And don't forget that at Asian Pleasures there are almost as many picture sets as there are DVDs.  Each set is also broken
down by hardcore category, and the individual pictures look great at 1200 x 800 resolution.  You'll want to download all of
the pics that catch your eye, so a zip archive of the sets would make a nice addition in the future.
  
  All of the full length Asian porn DVDs have been separated into their individual scenes, and you can choose between
downloading or streaming them in WMV format.  The highest quality clip is presented in 720 x 480 which is not true HD, but
better than a lot of other sites out there.  Several smaller formats are also available.  There are only 6 thumbnails for each
scene, which gives you only a glimpse of the hardcore Asian Pleasures you can expect.  The true treat is in watching the
whole thing and finding out for yourself! 

Porn Summary
Let's get together and shout across all of Asian and Japan "We want Oriental fuck toys for kinky Asian Pleasures all across
this land!"

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'An all you can eat Oriental buffet of porn!'
Quality: 82  Updates: 95 Exclusive: 78 Interface: 82
Support: 85 Unique: 80    Taste: 87        Final: 85

Porn Sites Included
Karas XXX (90) ,Deep Ass Sex (86) ,All Asian Girls (85) ,Classic Mature (84) ,Black Cock White Snatch (83) ,Lesbian Pink
(83) 
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $39.98 Preview: 3 Days for FREE! Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 25,000 Videos: 3,589
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